


Bakery and cake products are some of the most
used prepared food items around the world and
being sold from bakery or supermarket shelves,
these are required to look great as much as they
are required to taste great if they are to satisfy
all customer concerns. Here are 25 of the most
delicious and creative baker and cake packaging
designs that will present these food products
just the way they deserve:



Small sizes cakes, muffins and pastries are all
beautifully tasteful and what better way to
package them than to show off their delicious
attractive forms through a clear topside large
window die cut to perfection with strong sides
and walls materials used all around.



Cakes may be round, spongy and soft
but they can always be placed on a
hard bottom plate that can, in turn,
be placed inside a square-shaped
wide and large cake box that is only
as tall as required to secure the cakes
inside.



Cookies are some of the most popular bakery items
and a great way to carry them around is to put
them in top folded paper bags that can be handled
easily while being gripped from the top and be
closed with a logo sticker.



Although pizza boxes are mainly used for
pizzas only but similar shaped boxes without
the flaps can be used with equal efficiency for
cookies, pastries or muffins. These will not
need the side flaps because cookies or pastries
will not require keeping all the heat in.



One o the great implementations of a bakery
packaging bag design through amalgamation of
several different techniques is by having clear sides
and paper front and back with a card attached on
the top side with easy carry ribbon and beautiful
printed designs. This bag is perfect for small sizes
cookies, cakes, muffins or pastries.



Paper bags are the great way to
package almost every bakery
product. All your baguettes,
croissants, cookies or other dry
products can used paper bags in
respective sizes efficiently.



Small sized square, triangle or circle shaped
specialized boxes for cake slices, flapjacks or
shortbreads packaging work great and when you
print the right images, texts and colors on them,
they become some of the most attractive
options available.



Cakes of all sizes including the large celebration
cakes, cupcakes or beautiful small sized cakes can all
use minimalistic Wholesale Cake Boxes with
deliciously creative and minimal designs including
some ribbons or other embellishments on top of
their materials.

https://www.thecustomboxes.com/bakery-boxes/


Cakes are beautiful; why not show their full
delicious presentation through a clear large
sized plastic box with a printed stripe sticker
running through the middle of it with whatever
logo or messages you need.



Early morning bakery products like warm
pastries, coffee cups, muffins or egg and
bacon rolls can be all packaged in one
large box creating a meal deal for your
customers in an attractive organized way.



One of the most creative ways to attract
customers enticing their appetite is to go bold
along with delicious foods images on top. Black
and white paper bags with images of whatever
bakery product they are enclosing in them
printed on their surfaces will do the job nicely.



Coming right out of the oven, pastries or rolls can be provided
clear plastic tray packaging that has a deliciously printed paper
covering sticker on their surfaces as well. The sticker will keep the
box closed keeping all the heat in for a warm delicious bakery
confectionary.



Small cakes like cupcakes or muffins have raised top shapes and
can do very well with deep square boxes with attached lids
closure. Minimal white or light and bright colored boxes with light
colored stickers highlight brand or product will look elegant and
minimalistic.



This is a gable bag with a die cut carrying cutout up top
and a clear die-cut window in the front middle
location. All the design printing can go on the paper
part with the clear window staying all clear showing off
what is inside.



Gable bags are very easy to carry and when
printed with light on dark tone text and with
minimal one tone paper material, can look
minimalistic and awesome at the same time.



Die cut folding flaps that turn into a gable handle
when raised up on a minimal cake box with a clear
window upfront can provide the ease and beauty
combined into one package.



Pillow shaped bakery boxes with a
clear window in the middle work
great for all the hot or cold
pastries, shortcakes, gingerbread
or any other flatter smaller bakery
products. Highlight brand logo or
name in an authentic way and you
are good to go.



This one is probably suitable for
almost any kinds of bakery
products. The top lid firmly in
place over the wide bottom tray
can keep hot or cold bakery foods
fresh for as long as required and
you can customize it with clear
windows or text and image
printing when required.



This one is a mouthful in its own right and 
when you combine all the mentioned aspects 
with attractive color combinations, you get 
something truly creative and deliciously 
pleasant. 



Cakes are usually round, why not
continue the pattern with their
packaging boxes as well. Tie the
round two piece box having closed
its lid with a fancy ribbon or a string
and stick small stickers in a beautiful
way for maximum creativity.



When you want to present your
bakery products in a ready to be
consumed way, a large wide tray in
light color plain style with rigid
clear plastic top that closes firmly
is a great solution for most types
of foods.



For cookies, cupcakes, shortbreads or other cold
served bakery products, a clear high quality plastic
bag when its top is tied with a fancy ribbon not only
looks charming but is most functional as well.



Deep Square shaped trays with an
attached paper that covers the top
of the packaged bakery foods such
as muffins, pastries or small cakes
can keep them warm and make
them look creative in design at the
same time.



Having machine drilled holes for
durable, strong and beautiful
carrying strings for the top portion
and high quality paper materials
printed with suitable attractive and
creative designs can work great for
any kinds of bakery products.



Small cakes, hot bakery savories or other small
to medium sizes foods can be served very well
with a sturdy cylinder shaped box that has
minimal attractive printing and firm closing lid
up top.
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